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challenge

• Deliver a superior customer experience to diverse audiences 

across multiple brands - and across web, mobile, store and 

call center.

• Optimize customer engagement through an online/offline 

purchase cycle that often includes special orders, custom 

components and backorder shipping.

• Tap into the passion of customers to align and inspire the 

organization around customers’ needs and goals.

solution

• Implemented OpinionLab in January 2012 to harness real-

time customer feedback across key brand touchpoints.

• Quickly pinpoint and resolve issues through ‘digital comment 

cards’ on both GuitarCenter.com and MusiciansFriend.com.

• Collect feedback from associates on in-store terminals 

across all 250 Guitar Center locations; empower employees 

(distribution and call center through management) to share 

feedback on web, store experience

• Distribute all customer comments throughout the business 

via daily emails and reports for direct actionable insight into 

how our online sites, stores, associates, the order process, 

shipments.

results

• Guitar Center has led the OpinionLab Customer Feedback 

Index, obtaining a median score of 570 in the last three 

months (versus retail average of 458) and ranking near the 

top among omnichannel retail brands. 

• Consistently modify and adapt the shopping experience 

based on real-time feedback. 

• In addition to optimizing online experience, Guitar Center 

has used feedback to align processes and systems in the 

distribution center and erase frustration with inaccurate 

shipping dates. 

• In-store use by associates has streamlined special order 

process; added new insight into customer experience at 250 

locations.

customer snapshot: guitar center

customer snapshot + guitar center

“At the end of the day, there is no silver bullet in omnichannel retail. We are always looking at new ways to streamline and 

improve the customer shopping experience, including using new web technologies, mobile apps, and QR codes. But inviting our 

customers to speak, and listening to what they have to say, has been the most important part of our omnichannel strategy. We 

find delivering a consistent experience that meets customers’ needs is critical, because measurable wins in customer satisfac-

tion over time build into big wins – long-term loyalty and improved sales.”  ~Sourav Bhuyan, Usability Analyst, Guitar Center:

company

Guitar Center is the world’s largest retailer of guitars, amplifiers, drums, keyboards and pro-audio and recording equipment. The 

company operates 250 Guitar Center stores across the U.S., as well as www.guitarcenter.com.  Guitar Center is also the largest 

direct response retailer of musical instruments in the United States through our wholly owned subsidiary, Musician’s Friend, 

Inc., and its catalog and website, www.musiciansfriend.com. 
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